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Get an Overview of the 1Z0-1068-21 Certification: 

Who should take the 1Z0-1068-21 exam? This is the first question that comes to 

a candidate’s mind when preparing for the CX Commerce Implementation 

Essentials certification. The 1Z0-1068-21 certification is suitable for candidates 

who are keen to earn knowledge on the Oracle CX Commerce and grab their 

Oracle CX Commerce 2021 Certified Implementation Specialist. When it is about 

starting the preparation, most candidates get confused regarding the study 

materials and study approach. But 1Z0-1068-21 study guide PDF is here to solve 

the problem. 1Z0-1068-21 PDF combines some effective sample questions and 

offers valuable tips to pass the exam with ease. 

Why Should You Earn the Oracle 1Z0-1068-21 

Certification? 

There are several reasons why one should grab the 1Z0-1068-21 certification.  

 The CX Commerce Implementation Essentials certification proves to be 

one of the most recognized certifications. 

 The certification badge proves the knowledge of the candidate regarding 

subject matters and makes his resume presentable to potential candidates.  

 Thus earning the Oracle CX Commerce 2021 Certified Implementation 

Specialist is a powerful qualification for a prosperous career. 

What Is the Oracle 1Z0-1068-21 CX Commerce 

Implementation Essentials Certification Exam 

Structure? 

Exam Name Oracle CX Commerce 2021 Implementation Essentials 

Exam Code 1Z0-1068-21 

Exam Price 
USD $245 (Pricing may vary by country or by localized 

currency) 

Duration 90 minutes 

http://www.DBexam.com/
https://www.dbexam.com/oracle/oracle-1z0-1068-21-certification-sample-questions-and-answers
https://www.dbexam.com/oracle/1z0-1068-21-oracle-cx-commerce-2021-implementation-essentials
https://www.dbexam.com/oracle/1z0-1068-21-oracle-cx-commerce-2021-implementation-essentials
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Number of 

Questions 
55 

Passing Score 60% 

Format Multiple Choice Questions (MCQ) 

Recommended 

Training 

Oracle CX Commerce 2021 Certified Implementation 

Specialist 

Oracle Commerce Cloud Learning Subscription 

Schedule Exam Pearson VUE  

Sample Questions 
Oracle CX Commerce 2021 Certified Implementation 

Specialist (OCS)  

Recommended 

Practice 
1Z0-1068-21 Online Practice Exam  

Enhance Knowledge with 1Z0-1068-21 Sample 
Questions: 

Question: 1   

Which two are required to communicate with an Order Management System (OMS) Integration 

Service when integrating with an OMS from Commerce Cloud? 

(Choose two.) 

a) Shopper Profile Update event webhook 

b) Order Submit event webhook 

c) Admin Orders REST API 

d) Custom order management widget 

Answer: a, c 

Question: 2   

Why is it a best practice to use the ccLink binding in your custom widgets? 

a) for ensuring the correct layout is displayed 

b) for ensuring a link does not cause a full page reload 

c) for ensuring that your URL is correctly formatted 

d) for ensuring images are sized for the current viewport 

Answer: c 

http://www.DBexam.com/
https://education.oracle.com/products/trackp_OCC2021OPN
https://education.oracle.com/products/trackp_OCC2021OPN
https://education.oracle.com/oracle-commerce-cloud-learning-subscription/ls_50047
https://home.pearsonvue.com/oracle
https://www.dbexam.com/oracle/oracle-1z0-1068-21-certification-sample-questions-and-answers
https://www.dbexam.com/oracle/oracle-1z0-1068-21-certification-sample-questions-and-answers
https://www.dbexam.com/oracle/1z0-1068-21-oracle-cx-commerce-2021-implementation-essentials
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Question: 3  

You need to develop an integration with an analytics platform that tracks shopper activity across 

all Commerce Cloud pages and provides its own JavaScript library. 

Which statement describes how you can implement this use case in Commerce Cloud? 

a) Create a custom non-global widget that includes the analytics JavaScript library and 

upload to Commerce Cloud as a Storefront extension which will automatically apply to all 

layouts. 

b) Create a custom global widget with a display template that includes an inline script 

reference to the analytics JavaScript library and upload to Commerce Cloud as a 

Storefront extension. 

c) On the “Application-Level JavaScript” tab on the Settings Page, add the URL for the 

analytics JavaScript library so that it will automatically apply to all layouts. 

d) Create a custom global widget that includes the analytics JavaScript library and upload 

to Commerce Cloud as a Storefront extension. 

Answer: b 

Question: 4  

A company has Site A as its default site. It has created and enabled Site B and is ready to make 

Site B the default site and delete Site A. 

Which statement describes the steps involved in deleting Site A? 

a) When you delete Site A, Site B will be set as the new default site automatically 

b) You must first make Site B the default site and then you can delete Site A 

c) Disable the default Site A first and then delete it 

d) It is not possible to delete a site. You can disable it using the updateSite endpoint 

Answer: d 

Question: 5  

In the Commerce Cloud implementation of the Model-View-ViewModel architecture pattern, 

what does the View represent? 

a) Widget localization string resources 

b) Widget HTML template 

c) Widget JavaScript 

d) Store data, encapsulated in JSON 

Answer: b 

http://www.DBexam.com/
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Question: 6  

For account-based commerce, the checkout layout can contain B2B-specific widgets that 

support accounts as well as general B2C widgets. 

At a minimum, which two widget instances should be included on a B2B Checkout layout? 

(Choose two.) 

a) Payment Methods widget instance 

b) Promotions widget instance 

c) Order Details widget instance 

d) Purchase List widget instance 

e) Account-Address Selector widget instance 

Answer: c, e 

Question: 7  

The Commerce Cloud storefront extension framework provides a set of resources, templates 

and libraries that support the implementation of custom client-side store extensions. 

What are two aspects of this framework? 

(Choose two.) 

a) JavaScript code which provides client-side page logic 

b) Commerce Cloud delivered libraries with resources that support client-side development 

c) Integrated development environment for Commerce Cloud 

d) Code management repository tools 

Answer: a, b 

Question: 8  

What are the three main technologies employed in widget development? 

(Choose three.) 

a) React 

b) JavaScript 

c) Node.js 

d) HTML 5 

e) CSS/Less 

Answer: a, d, e 

http://www.DBexam.com/
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Question: 9  

Oracle Commerce Cloud allows developers and business users to change the shopper 

experience to suit their needs by modifying components within page layouts via the REST APIs 

or via the Administration UI. 

How can you create a new page layout instance? 

a) Create a new layout instance by cloning an existing layout instance 

b) Upload a new storefront extension that defines the new layout instance 

c) Determine the type of layout and create a new blank instance 

d) You cannot create a new layout instance since there is a fixed number of layouts that 

cannot be updated 

Answer: b 

Question: 10  

You want a contact with an associated storefront role of Administrator to be able to manage 

contact registration requests for their account. 

What two configuration steps are necessary to implement this functionality? 

(Choose two.) 

a) Add the Contact Login with Self Registration element to support B2B Contact 

Registration Requests in the Header Widget instance 

b) Ensure that generated emails for registration requests are enabled to allow the 

administrator to accept or reject the request directly from the email 

c) Ensure that the Profile Navigation – Account Shoppers widget instance supports 

Registration Requests on My Account for storefront administrators 

d) Configure the Contact Registration Requests widget settings to specify the storefront 

role of admin 

Answer: c, d 

http://www.DBexam.com/
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What Study Guide Works Best in Acing the Oracle 

1Z0-1068-21 CX Commerce Implementation 

Essentials Certification? 

The 1Z0-1068-21 study guide is a combination of some proven study tips and the 

combination of all valuable study materials like sample questions, syllabus and 

practice tests in one place. 

Explore the Syllabus Topics and Learn from the Core: 

If you are determined to earn success in the CX Commerce Implementation 

Essentials exam, getting in full touch of the syllabus is mandatory. During 

preparation, you might not like all syllabus sections or topics, but try to get at least 

the fundamental knowledge from the sections you don’t like. The more you 

possess knowledge on all syllabus sections, the more is the chance to attempt 

maximum number of questions during the actual exam. 

Make Your Schedule: 

Studying and completing the syllabus becomes easier, if you work on the syllabus 

topics after making a schedule. Your syllabus must mention what areas you want 

to cover and within what time. Once you make a schedule and follow it regularly, 

syllabus completion becomes easier and preparation becomes smoother. 

Get Expert Advice from the Training: 

Do not forget to join the Oracle 1Z0-1068-21 training if it is providing any. Training 

enhances the practical knowledge of a candidate, which helps them to work well 

in the practical field during projects.  

Get Access to the PDF Sample Questions: 

If your study material is in a PDF format or the materials are mobile-friendly, what 

could be better than that? Get access to the free sample questions and keep 

enhancing your knowledge beyond the syllabus. 

http://www.DBexam.com/
https://www.dbexam.com/oracle/oracle-1z0-1068-21-certification-exam-syllabus
https://www.dbexam.com/oracle/oracle-1z0-1068-21-certification-sample-questions-and-answers
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Avoid Dumps and Utilize the Oracle 1Z0-1068-21 Practice Test: 

Why should you rely on practice tests? The reason is simple: you must get familiar 

with the exam pattern before reaching the exam hall. An aspirant aware of the 

exam structure and time management during the exam preparation can perform 

well in the actual exam and attempt the maximum number of questions during the 

exam. 

Many aspirants prefer to read from dumps, but they miss out on the self-

assessment method. Therefore, 1Z0-1068-21 practice tests always stand out to 

be the better choice than dumps PDF. 

 

Avail the Proven 1Z0-1068-21 Practice Test for Success!!! 

Do you want to pass the 1Z0-1068-21 exam on your first attempt? Stop worrying; 

we, DBExam.com are here to provide you the best experience during your Oracle 

CX Commerce 2021 Implementation Essentials preparation. Try out our free mock 

tests to get a glimpse of our quality study materials, and build your confidence with 

the premium 1Z0-1068-21 practice tests. Our expert-designed questions help you 

to improve performance and pass the exam on your first attempt. 

http://www.DBexam.com/
https://www.dbexam.com/oracle/1z0-1068-21-oracle-cx-commerce-2021-implementation-essentials

